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Satisfaction survey results template

A customer satisfaction survey is a questionnaire that businesses send to buyers after they purchase or order a service from your business. There are five different situations in which businesses would like to measure customer satisfaction. Each has a different purpose, so it is important to ask the right questions. Free Customer Satisfaction Survey Templates The five most common types of customer
satisfaction surveys are: 1. Net Promoter Score (NPS) NPS Survey Template A NPS or Net Promoter Score, the survey measures customer loyalty by asking a single question: What is the probability that you would recommend our company/product/service to a friend or colleague? Customers can score from 0 (not at all likely) to 10 (very likely). Companies use NPS to measure customer loyalty and overall
customer sentiment instead of feedback on a specific product or experience. NPS is widely used in many industries, so it can be a good tool to measure your customers' loyalty and satisfaction to competitors. NPS can also be used to identify defendants or customers who might switch to competitors or spread negative feedback about your business. NPS surveys are typically sent to customers via e-mail
surveys or text messages. However, for online businesses, sometimes it also appears as a pop-up or chat box on the web. AskNicely is one example of customer feedback software that collects NPS data and provides NPS insights to businesses. An example of an NPS survey sent by e-mail via AskNicelyUsers are classified into three categories based on how to answer this question: Opponents.
Customers who respond between 0 and 6 are considered defendants. Not only are you at risk of losing these customers, but they are also likely to hinder the growth of your business through negative word-of-mouth. Passive. Customers who respond between 7 and 8 are considered passive customers. They are happy with your company, but they are not stray fans. Passively they could leave their business
for a competitor, or they could be turned into a rampage of fans. Promoters. Customers who respond between 9 and 10 years old are considered promoters. These are loyal customers who are likely helping grow your business through referrals. To calculate the Promoter's net score, subtract the percentage of opponents from the Promoters percentage. Let's say, for example, that you have 100 survey
results and 10 points between 0 and 6, 20 scores between 7 and 8 and 70 scored between 9 and 10. You should: 10% opponents 20% passive 70% promoters 70% promoters - 10% opponents = 60%. So your promoter's net score would be 60. Your NPS score can be anywhere from -100 to 100. Any positive NPS score is considered good, over 50 is considered great and over 70 is considered world class.
For small businesses, NPS is a great tool for identifying and rewarding their customers, as well as identify all disgruntled customers to improve their experience. 2. Customer Satisfaction Survey (CSAT) (CSAT) Survey template Download template in Google Doc, Word and PDF CSAT, or customer satisfaction survey, is used to measure customer satisfaction with your products or services (unlike NPS,
which is used to measure customer loyalty). CSAT surveys consist of a variation of the question: How would you assess your overall satisfaction with the products/services you have received? Customers should then choose from the following 1 to 5 scales: 1. Very dissatisfied 2. Disgruntled 3. Neutral 4. Satisfied 5. Very satisfied Only customers who choose Satisfied or Very satisfied are considered
satisfied customers. To calculate your business's CSAT score, take the number of satisfied customers and divide them by the total number of survey respondents, and then multiply by 100. Therefore, if you have 100 survey respondents and 70 of them answered Satisfied or Very Satisfied, your CSAT score would be 70%. (70 /100 = .7) x 100 = 70% Businesses should use the CSAT survey to measure
whether their products and services meet customer expectations. CSAT surveys allow businesses to solve problems with individual customer services and look at how specific products and services work overall. For example, if customers consistently rate a product as 1 through 3, they need to improve it. If customers consistently rate an item as 4 or 5, it's a powerful product that you should support. 3. Post-
Purchase survey post-purchase survey templates download template in Google Doc, Word and PDF Post-purchase surveys are sent to customers after they have purchased a product or service from your company. These types of surveys are designed to get feedback on a specific customer experience with this transaction (as opposed to a survey like NPS, which measures overall loyalty). This type of
survey should be used to identify specific areas of business that need to be improved. For example, if your NPS score is low, using post-purchase surveys helps businesses understand whether they need to focus their attention on their customer service or product quality. Post-purchase surveys can be open-ended, but they usually ask customers to rank different aspects of their experiences on a scale I
strongly disagree on Strongly Agree or Poor on Excellent. Because these surveys can be longer than one question, they are usually sent via a link in an email. Constant Contact is a popular email marketing service that offers survey tools. They have a free 60-day trial, and packages with survey features start around $40 per month. Visit Constant Contact 4. Product or Product Development Research
Product Development Template Download Template in Google Doc, Word and PDF also known as Concept Testing, development surveys are sent to customers before businesses launch a new product to get a sense of how likely existing customers are to purchase the product. The objective of the product development survey is to determine whether a new product or service is profitable and/or
improvements to the product before it is launched. In this survey, you want to show customers a sample of the product you're testing, either in person or online, including price. Then ask to measure their reaction to the product and leave room for open-ended feedback. These surveys are best sent to your most loyal customers and your highest spending customers. 5. Usability Survey Usability Survey
Template Download template in Google Doc, Word and PDF Usability surveys, or user experience surveys, are used by online businesses to receive feedback on their website to create a better experience for the customer. These surveys usually pop up while shoppers are on your site. These can be multi-choice questions, open-space questions, or even live messages that direct shoppers to the
information they're looking for. A preview of customer support conversations with freshchatUsability surveys is best for improving the customer experience, simplifying content, or navigating websites. There are many survey and messaging tools that can help gather customer feedback and provide a better shopping experience, such as Freshchat. Freshchat is a messaging tool that uses artificial intelligence
robots and its own customer service team. Freshchat has a free version and offers a 30-day free trial for other plans. Visit Freshchat How to integrate customer satisfaction survey into your business While there are some specific guidelines for each type of survey, there are some general guidelines businesses should follow with any customer satisfaction survey to ensure a smooth and efficient process. For
example, determining your survey goal in advance and getting all your employees on board are key steps for a successful survey. Here are six steps each business should follow when setting up a customer satisfaction survey: Before you start, it's important to determine exactly why you need this survey and what insights you want to get from the survey results. For example, if you're trying to reduce the
speed of a customer churn, product development research won't be as useful as nps research. By determining the need for a survey, you can first choose the type of survey that will provide you with the most relevant data. Select media After you specify a need and select a survey type, you must select the media. Will you send your survey by email, text, application, on paper or in person? Most surveys are
collected by e-mail, but some product development surveys could be conducted in person. Surveys that measure the ease of use of a website can be done as pop-up surveys on the web itself. Select the survey tool After selecting the survey type and delivery method, it's time to select a survey tool that can customize the type of survey you want to deploy. Obviously, the price is a lot of attention, but also
think about whether this is a one-off survey or if you want to incorporate customer satisfaction surveys into your Indefinitely. Set up the process after you deploy the survey type, media, and software, it's time to set up the process to perform the survey. If you're doing a survey with your own questions, that's when you'd sit down and create them. This is also when you determine during which part of the
purchasing process customers receive their surveys. Be sure to show a copy of the survey to your employees, and let them know what their role is in the process if they have one. Gather feedback Now that your survey is in place, start tracking your results. Check for feedback regularly to see if there are any common themes or customer service options. If the survey tool collects and analyzes data for you,
make sure that your employees have access to see customer feedback. If your survey tool doesn't add feedback for you, manage your feedback using spreadsheets or CRM software and set regular times to share feedback with your employees. Enact Change Going through the process of setting up surveys and collecting feedback is only useful if you get usable insights for your business. Take common
topics you'll notice from surveys to change business policies, better train employees, or modify your products and services. Tips for creating a customer satisfaction survey Ask one question at a time Make sure there is only one variable in each question. For example, with the question How satisfied are you with the choice and price of our products? asks customers to rate two separate elements in one
reply. This could lead to inaccurate results and customers are unsure how to respond. A better alternative is to ask separate questions: How satisfied are you with our choice of products? a How satisfied are you with our prices? Don't require customers to answer every question If your survey contains multiple questions, don't require customers to answer each question so they can complete the survey. If
customers are forced to answer a question they are unsure about, they are likely to abandon the survey altogether. Instead, make each question optional and include room for comment either after each question or at the end of the survey. Limit open questions It's important to have a place for comments if your customers want to write them, but to limit the number of open-space questions. If your survey
feels like a job, customers won't have time to complete it. Shorter multi-choice surveys will yield the most answers. FAQs How often should I change my research? In order to compare survey results over time with accuracy, you need to stick to the same accurate survey. So, if you change the introduction to the survey, its method of delivery, or any of the questions, you will basically start over with your
tracking. This is why it is important to carefully plan your customer satisfaction survey before performing. How often should I submit satisfaction surveys Submit customer satisfaction surveys more than once per transaction. Sending surveys more often than that can be confusing. Generally speaking, you want to send out surveys often enough to keep the information updated, but not as often that they
annoy the customer. When is the best time to submit a customer satisfaction survey? You want to ask customers for feedback while the experiences are fresh in their minds- ideally within 24 hours of buying them while they still remember all the details. For online purchases, submit your survey a day or two after customers have received their items. Customer satisfaction surveys are an important tool for
any business. They collect honest feedback to improve service, increase customer satisfaction and build loyalty. Customer satisfaction surveys can be as complex or as simple as you want — just make sure that whatever type of survey you use is a process you can follow closely. There are many customer feedback software programs that help automate the process. Process.
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